Wood Crate filled with Festive Christmas Flowers

Supplies:
Stamp: Star of Light (142110)
Die Cutting: Wood Crate Framelits (143730), Quilt Builder Framelits (144673), Flourish Thinlits (141478), Patterned
Pumpkins Thinlits (144670), Big Shot (143263)
Punch: Leaf (144667), Banner Triple (138292)
Cardstocks: Crumb Cake (120953), Whisper White (100730), Real Red (102482), Garden Green (102584), Wild
Wasabi (108641)
Specialty Papers: Vellum (101856), Silver Foil (132178), Dazzling Diamonds Glimmer (135315), Real Red Glimmer
(121790)
Ink: Early Espresso (126974)
Misc: Bakers Twine (104199), Rhinestone Jewels (144220), Dimensionals (104430), Mini Glue Dots (103683), Snail
(104332), foam ball (craft store)
Instructions:
1. Use a die in Wood Crate Framelits to cut the crate from Crumb Cake cardstock and strong tape to assemble
2. Take a foam ball and use a knife to shape it to fit in the crate – when happy with the size, use strong tape to
adhere it to the crate base
3. Wrap around Linen Thread and add a bow to each end of the crate
4. Use a stamp from Star of Light and Early Espresso Ink stamp the tag and shape it using the Banner Triple Punch
– use dies from Patterned Pumpkin Thinlits to cut embellishments out of Silver Foil and add to the back of the
tag with glue dots – add the tag to the front of the crate using Dimensionals
5. Die cut bunches of flowers and leaves using dies from Quilt Builder Framelits, Flourish Thinlits and the Leaf
Punch – I used Whisper White & Real Red for the flowers along with Dazzling Diamonds and Real Red Glimmer
Papers - Garden Green and Wild Wasabi for the leaves along with a few Vellum ones too
6. Die cut swirls and stems of berries from Silver Foil using dies from Patterned Pumpkin Thinlits
7. The easiest way to assemble the flower layers is to pop a Mini Glue Dot in the center – it holds it nicely and
allows you to bend up the petals for a more realistic look – and when you pop a Rhinestone Jewel into the
flower center the glue dot is covered up and doesn’t show
8. Now the fun bit – layer some leaves on the foam ball first using Mini Glue Dots or Hot Glue to hold them in
place – add random shapes of leaves & colors next to each other - and then start adding in the flowers. As you
work upwards, begin to use Dimensionals to add your flowers and leaves so that you get a stacked look – and
add the silver accents as you go
9. When done you have a pretty centerpiece that is so much fun to make 

Here are some more photos that show how I layered & placed my flowers, leaves and silver bits…

This Project Sheet was created for you by Sarah Wills – www.SarahsInkSpot.com – if you have any questions about
this project please email me at sarah@sarahsinkspot.com and I will be very happy to help – thank you!

